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Time to experiment: 
- What we’re doing now: 

- Posting twice a week to Facebook, Instagram and Google My Business 
- Tuesdays and Fridays at 8 am 
- Mostly static photos. The same on both FB and IG. 
- Hashtag use 
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- What can we try? 

- March 2020: Three day/time posting strategies: 
- Layering in the top days and times from the FB researched data 
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- Layering on our own IG data and the best posting time research information 
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Updated Stats & Best Practices: 
- Facebook: 

- Based on SproutSocial research, maximum engagement occurs on Facebook when only one 
hashtag is present. 

- Facebook favors longer videos, aiming for 5-20 minutes. 
- FB  Stories has 300 million active users daily. Take advantage of this medium, but the 

marketing strategy is different and the content should be tailored. 
- FB videos garner up to 8 billion views per day, so make sure to include this in your posts and 

ads. On that note, mobile-friendly videos generate higher engagement. And 85% of FB videos 
are watched without sound. 

- Live stream videos are 4x as likely to be watched than recorded videos. 
- Square FB videos get 35% more views than landscape. 

 
- Instagram: 

- On IG, posts with hashtags receive 12.6% more engagement than those without. And 
experiment with both branded and industry hashtags for maximum discovery opportunities. 
Engagement peaks at approximately nine hashtags. 

- IG Stories has 500 million accounts daily. Take advantage of this medium, but the marketing 
strategy is different and the content should be tailored 

- Use an interactive element in your IG Stories and join the 60% of businesses already including 
this feature in theirs. 

- Story stickers enhance a video performance 83% of the time, however, for photo Stories, 
using two stickers decreased performance. Use stickers when it helps communicate key 
information about your brand or product and avoid it when it contributes to visual clutter. 

- How-to tutorials are the most popular form of IG video content. What can you teach your 
audience to do? 

- Using @mentions in your IG posts can double your engagement. 
- Tag brands, followers and locations whenever you can.  
- Include a call-to-action in your captions to encourage engagement. Ask questions, encourage 

sharing via hashtags or regrams, publish 'tag-a-friend' posts and point people to your bio link. 
- Don't use the same image as FB, there's a 23% decrease in engagement if the same image is 

used on FB and IG. 
 
 
Highest traffic occurs mid-day Wednesday and Thursday: 
https://sproutsocial.com/insights/facebook-stats-for-marketers/ 
 
Brands with higher engagement rates on IG include nonprofits, with an average of 2.4%: 
https://sproutsocial.com/insights/instagram-stats/ 
 
Separate posting times for FB vs IG: 
https://sproutsocial.com/insights/best-times-to-post-on-social-media/#times-ig 
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GOALS 
- FY 19-20 GOALS: increase average engagement on organic posts by 25%, increase aggregate 

followers by 10% 
 

AUDIENCE PERSONAS 
- Red Chalk: to pull visitor demographics, interests & offsite behavior from GA & FB to analyze for new 

topic/content opportunities 

 
Strategies to Achieve Goals: 
 
Tagging & Commenting 

- Red Chalk + HRPDC: Be more vigilant about tagging partners, other environmental organizations, and 
local groups as appropriate to the post’s content. 

- HRPDC: Follow and comment consistently on local businesses, partners, other environmental 
organizations, brands and people’s posts on FB and IG. (In addition to continuing to share their 
content or responding when they share ours, as we currently do.)  

- Red Chalk: Continue to search for and follow local people on FB + IG who are vigilant about green 
initiatives. Comment on, and share their content. 

- Red Chalk + HRPDC: Directly ask in posts for people to “Tag a friend” or  “Tag a green hero of yours” 
to help increase our organic reach. 

- Red Chalk + HRPDC:  Be more deliberate about asking Followers to “Share” and “Comment” WITH 
INTENTION. Not just “share this” - but why should they share this… “Share if you’re fed up with seeing 
so much litter.” 

 
Content In General  

- Red Chalk: Add more variety to the types of media we use: real-life video, memes, charts, 
infographics, etc.  

- Red Chalk: Create and run poll with each monthly campaign. Have variety with the intent of gathering 
data and for funsies.  

- Red Chalk: Update the cover image/video with each campaign. For non-campaign times, let’s create 
an evergreen video that promotes askHRgreen.org in whole. 

- Red Chalk: Create different visual versions for organic FB and IG content in order to maximize 
platform-specific engagement. 

 
Facebook 

- HRPDC: Host an “ask me anything” or “ask the experts” live Q&A session — this would be a great 
monthly activity that would allow committee members to participate.  

- HRPDC: Join Facebook groups related to Hampton Roads and the environment, and participate in 
conversations when appropriate 

- would be good to join as askHRgreen.org + Get Flood Fluent (KIM: not letting me join as 
askHRgreen.org - Rebekah?)  
https://www.facebook.com/groups/290113477798817/?ref=br_rs 

- (KIM: not letting me join as askHRgreen.org - Rebekah?) 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/sustainableandecofriendly/?ref=br_rs 
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- HRPDC FY20-21 planning: Consider starting our own groups that focus on specific issues/interests. 
Will have to be monitored and managed in addition to existing pages, but does allow for a ‘forum.’ 

 
YouTube  

- Red Chalk: Update channel branding and “about” section.  
 
Newsletter / to use as social content as well 

- Red Chalk + HRPDC: Follow-up stories with people, groups, etc who have been past Mini-grant 
recipients or have been on our radar of doing “green” good…  to highlight the long term impact 

- 757Cleanups 
- Red Chalk: Update newsletter to include a module inviting to join us on social and be part of the 

community (benefit) 
 

Paid Strategies: 
- Red Chalk: Post-audience analysis, create a new Facebook audience around the people who like 

crossover Facebook pages. This will open up the fresh, new people we can reach in a targeted way. 
- Red Chalk: Create a Lookalike Audience using our email list. Facebook can cross reference 

characteristics of the people in our email list with those profiles on Facebook and target ads to those 
new people. 
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